TIS 2017

Understanding Social Cognition

Conference Program

DAY 1: FRIDAY 20.10
8:30 - 9:50 - Registration (Main hall, level 0)
9:50 - 10:00 - Opening (Cinema hall, level -1)
10:00 - Keynote lecture: (Cinema hall, level -1)
11:30 Daniel Dennett - Is consciousness an illusion?
Chair: Marcin Miłkowski
11:30 - 11:45 - Coffee break
Distributed cognition: Extensions and applications (Media library, level -1)
Chair: Konrad Talmont - Kamiński
11:45
12:15

Enactivist take on social cognition (Media library, level 0)
Chair: Marek Pokropski

Nikolaus Fogle & Georg Theiner - Unevenly distributed cognition: An externalist take on
Bourdieu’s theory of social reproduction

Zuzanna Rucinska - Social affordances in pretence and imagination

Hannah Drayson - Being fooled on purpose. Historical reflections on the voluntary and
involuntary in experimental manipulations of embodiment and agency

Zsuzsanna Kondor - Neuronal-based vs. enactive approaches to consciousness and social cognition

12:45
Marcin Zaród - Computer security tournaments and construction of hacking knowledge

Chris Drain - Content and activity: Radical enactivism and A.N. Leontiev’s semiotic anti-representationalism
Mara Neijzen - Possible scaffoldings of the depressed agent's field of social affordances

13:15 - 14:45 - Lunch break
Special symposium on Daniel Dennett's book From Bacteria to Bach and Back. The Evolution of Minds (Cinema hall, level -1)
Marcin Miłkowski - When is information semantic information?
14:45 Zuzanna Rucińska - On the explanatory role of affordances in Dennett’s project
16:15
Paweł Grabarczyk - Are memes meanings?
Discussion
16:15 - 16:30 - Coffee break
Towards the experimental philosophy (Media library, level -1)
Chair: TBA
16:30

17:00
17:15

17:45

Krzysztof Sękowski - Problems with content validity and language in
cross-cultural experimental philosophy

Language, communication and artefacts (Cinema hall, level -1)
Chair: Jakub Matyja
Jasper van Den Herik - The ontogenetic origins of content through
metalinguistic mastery

Vilius Dranseika - Omissions and normative expectations
Hajo Greif - Language, tools, pictures, and the evolution of cognition
Julian Zubek, Łukasz Jonak, Dariusz Plewczynski & Joanna RaczaszekLeonardi - Communication as mutual constraint: conceptual framework
for modeling collective cognitive systems
Discussion

Social mind (Media library, level 0)
Chair: Przemysław Nowakowski
Marek Pokropski - Mental concepts in social cognition
Duygu Uygun Tunc - Intersubjectivity and the development of
perspectives
Piotr Kozak - The shareability of mental representations

Rasmus Gahrn-Andersen - Seemingly autonomous technologies as
mediators of social cognition

Klara Łucznik - Sync to the others not to the movement: The investigation
into shared physiological dynamics in dance improvisation

18:00 - 19:00 Break
Special event: "Pioneers – conversations at the edge of understanding" (Cinema hall, level -1)
A documentary on Daniel Dennett: Do lobsters have free will? . The movie is a part of the documentary series by Karol Jałochowski dedicated to the most renowned and unorthodox scholars who had the courage to question
19.00 contemporary paradigms.
22.00
Live music by Jacek Mazurkiewicz
Discussion after the movie: Daniel Dennett, Karol Jałochowski, Paweł Grabarczyk, Paweł Frelik (chair)
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DAY 2: SATURDAY 21.10

Conference Program

Keynotes lectures: Thinking in groups (Cinema hall, level -1)
Rob Wilson - Putting mindful sociality to work: The case of kinship
Robert Rupert - What is cognitive processing, such that groups might engage in it?
Chair: Georg Theiner

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee break
Special symposia

10:45
11:00
11:30

Theory of mind and culture I (Media library, level 0)
Chair: Arkadiusz Gut
Keynote: Arkadiusz Gut & Him Cheung - Theory of Mind and Culture: Introduction

Group cognition (Cinema hall, level -1)
Chair: Georg Theiner
Keynote: Marcin Miłkowski et al. - The relevance of wide cognition to social Intelligence

Keynote: Francisco Pons -Teaching emotion understanding
Wojciech Sady - On the social nature of scientific discoveries
Małgorzata Stępień-Nycz & Marta Białecka-Pikul - Test of emotion comprehension: the Polish adaptation
Karolina Ziembowicz & Andrzej Nowak - Mine or thine? The structure of turn-taking process in teams with consensusmaking task

12.00
Albert Newen - Person model theory of understanding others: An alternative account

Sven Delarivière - Changing the subject. Considerations on when groups should be regarded as epistemic agents
12:30
12:45

Robert Mirski - Foundational problems with Bayesian inference models of the development of social cognition

Francesco Consiglio - Space, group and self. Social niche and the construction of a collective mind

Krystian Macheta, Arkadiusz Gut, Robert Mirski & Jakub Janczura - Child’s Emotion Understanding: developmental
trajectory (pilot study)

Discussion

13:00 - 14:30 Lunch break
14:30–
Keynote lecture (Cinema hall, level -1)
15:45
Judith Simon - Big data & machine learning: A case for extended, android or socio-technical epistemology
Chair: Marek Hetmański
15:45 - 16.00 Coffee break
Special symposia
Theory of mind and culture II (Media library, level -1)
Chair: Arkadiusz Gut
16:00
16:30
17:00
17:30
17:45

Special symposium: Ethnoghaphy of multimodal interactions (Cinema hall, level - 1)
Chair: Marcin Zaród

Tik-Sze Carrey Siu & Him Cheung - Developmental continuity in mental state understanding
Maciej Haman & Agnieszka Pluta - Neurocognitive mechanisms of theory of mind development at the transition stage:
Outline of a new fNIRS imaging project
Marta Białecka-Pikul, Arkadiusz Białek & Magdalena Kosno - The role of the ability to point informatively in false belief
understanding in 3 year olds
Julia Wolf - False-Belief Understanding: cognitive and situational factors trigger the development
Joanna K. Teske - Literature, Cognition and Theory of Mind

Keynote: Morana Alač - Olfactory sensing as a worldly, interactional achievement

Dafne Motanyola - TBA
Marcin Zaród - TBA
Discussion

Poster session & socializing
((Media library, level 0)
Mikołaj Biesaga, Paweł Motyka, Andrzej Nowak - The role of observed synchronization with emotional faces in drawing inferences about a neutral person
Łukasz Blechar - AI or IA: Maximizing task efficiency by combinig the capabilities of artificial and human intelligence
18.00 –
19.15

Monika Chylińska - How do children recognize pretending?
Anna Dutkowska, Zbigniew Wróblewski - Mindreading in non-human animals
Innocent Ezewoko - From shared intentionality to social normativity: Tomasello’s account of altruism and the problem of ambivalence
Michał Piekarski, Michał Obidziński - Is there an intuition of normativity? An empirical approach
Joanna Rutkowska - The influence of facial health cues of a defendant on decisions about the severity of punishment
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DAY 3: SUNDAY 22.10

UPDATE

Keynote lecture (Cinema hall, level -1)
Stephen J. Cowley - Langauging and the language stance
Chair: Rasmus Gahrn-Andersen

10:00 - 10:15 Coffee break
Language, action and perception
(Media library, level 0)
Chair: TBA
10:15

Art, religion and morality
(Media library, level -1)
Chair: Andrzej Kapusta

Society and metacognition
(Cinema hall, level -1)
Chair: Marcin Zaród

Marcus Carney - Representative perception and related phenomena in the
modeling methodology "Systemic-structural constellations"

Konrad Talmont-Kaminski - Science and religion as examples of social cognition Adam Gies - Overimitation and the social nature of the human mind

10:45

Joanna Rutkowska - The effect of head tilt on perceptions of dominance,
masculinity, and height

Konrad Szocik - Acquisition and transmission of religious beliefs

Paulius Rimkevičius - Does deliberation reveal one's beliefs?

11:00

Adam Klewenhagen - Divisions of linguistic labour and socialisation on
knowledge

Jakub Matyja - Mechanisms of perceptual musical imagination

Adrianna Smurzyńska - Interdependence of self-understanding and otherunderstanding in inference-based strategies for understanding other minds

Adrian Ziółkowski & Nathan Otteman - Protagonist projection: A socially
dependent phenomenon

Jacek Olender - Social aesthetic experience: art as extension and anchoring of
social self

Monika Chylińska, Arkadiusz Gut, Oleg Gorbaniuk, Zhenxu Fan & Miachał Wilczewski Understanding the implicit concept of creative person – cross-cultural studies

Shereen Chang - How does a parrot learn to speak like a human?

Franciszek Chwałczyk - Mental process outside the body: infrastructure as a
medium of automation. The case of sewers and relations with environments

Brandon Tinklenberg - Two systems accounts of mindreading revisisted

11:15

11:45

12.00 - 12.15 Coffee break
The self and the other
(Media library, level 0)
Chair: Jakub Matyja

From interaction to cognitive processing
(Media library, level -1)
Chair: Marek Pokropski

Special symposium: Social cognition and decision making
(Cinema hall, level -1)
Chair: Andrzej Kapusta, Marek Hetmański

12:15
Andrzej Kapusta - Introduction: Social Cognition and Decision-Making
Łukasz Afeltowicz - What can we salvage from distributed cognition approach?

Krzysztof Sołoducha - The paradigm of declarative sociology and the
opportunities of automating the research of hidden consumer attitudes

Rafał Augustyn, Sylwia Wojtczak & Iwona Witczak-Plisiecka - Conceptual metaphor as
a mechanism of legal reasoning and understanding law

12:45
Przemysław Nowakowski - Sense of ownership, somatoparaphrenia and social
cognition: computational considerations
13:00

Artur Czeszumski, Chiara Carrera, Basil Wahn, König - Does the social situation Piotr Bystranowski, Bartosz Janik & Maciej Próchnicki - Legal numbers: analysis of
affect how we process feedback about our actions?
empirical and theoretical literature on numerical decision-making in the law

Marek Nieznański, Michał Obidziński - Retrieval form episodic memory and
Piotr Litwin - Blurring self-other boundaries: bodily illusions and social cognition individual differences in inhibition, sustained attention, and working memory
capacity

13:15
Adam Kubiak - Cognitive and societal justification of Neyman’s “inductive
behavior” conception of the objective of science

Joe Dewhurst & Chris Burr - Normative folk pscyhology and decision theory

Michał Obidziński - Verbatim and gist memory traces and their importance in
social interactions. Fuzzy-Trace Theory approach

Michał Piekarski - Decision-making and action-oriented predictive processing

Michał Denkiewicz - Multi-agent simulations of linguistic categorization

Marcin Rządeczka - An evolutionary perspective on biases in decision-making
strategies

13:50 - 14:00 Break
14:00 - 14:15 Closing (Cinema hall, level -1)

